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For the quadratic helicity v(2), we present a generalization of the Arnol’d inequality which relates

the magnetic energy to the quadratic helicity, which poses a lower bound. We then introduce the

quadratic helicity density using the classical magnetic helicity density and its derivatives along

magnetic field lines. For practical purposes, we also compute the flow of the quadratic helicity and

show that for an a2-dynamo setting, it coincides with the flow of the square of the classical helicity.

We then show how the quadratic helicity can be extended to obtain an invariant even under

compressible deformations. Finally, we conclude with the numerical computation of v(2) which

show cases the practical usage of this higher order topological invariant. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4996288

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern models of non-linear dynamos (e.g., Refs.

1–11), laboratory plasmas (e.g., Refs. 12 and 13), the solar

magnetic field (e.g., Refs. 14–22), and other magnetohydro-

dynamics (MHD) problems (e.g., Refs. 23–28) are based on

magnetic helicity conservation. Magnetic helicity has a sim-

ple geometrical interpretation: by the Arnol’d theorem, it

measures the pairwise asymptotic linking of magnetic field

lines,29 i.e., it is an invariant of ideal MHD.

Such topological invariants are by their definition con-

served under an ideal evolution with vanishing magnetic

resistivity where the magnetic field evolves under a Lie-

transport (e.g., Refs. 30 and 31). Approximately ideal condi-

tions exist in various astrophysical settings such as the solar

corona where the dynamics of the plasma is dominated by

the magnetic pressure with negligible contributions from the

hydrostatic pressure gradients.

Additionally, in ideal MHD, there exist several topological

invariants, which are deduced from the pairwise asymptotic link-

ing numbers of magnetic field lines: the quadratic helicities32

and higher momenta of helicity.33 It has been suggested that

such topological invariants give rise to additional constraints on

the evolution of a magnetized plasma (e.g., Refs. 34–36).

We investigate the properties of these invariants and, in

analogy to the magnetic helicity, try to answer the following

question: “Is it possible to use the quadratic helicities as non-

linear restrictions in MHD problems?”. Our results can be

used to further study, e.g., the application of higher momenta

of helicity in describing nonlinear dynamo saturation, men-

tioned in Ref. 37. Here, we give the definitions and proper-

ties of the quadratic helicities and conclude with a practical

example for which we compute one of the helicities

numerically.

Helicity density is a function on the 4-dimensional space

of the ordered pairs of magnetic field lines {(Li, Lj)}, which

is determined by the Arnol’d asymptotic linking number

h(Li, Lj).
38 The quadratic helicities v(2) and v[2] are the two

(non-central) second momenta of the function h(Li, Lj). The

definitions are given in Sec. II.

In this paper, we study only the quadratic helicity v(2), but

in Sec. II, we will refer to v[2] and results from Refs. 32, 37,

and 39. In Sec. III, a generalized Arnol’d inequality for the

quadratic helicity is introduced. There we prove that the upper

bound of the quadratic helicity is well defined using only the

magnetic field B. In Sec. IV, we propose a formula for v(2)

using local data (the magnetic helicity density ðA;BÞ and its

directional derivative along the vector B). This formula is

rather complicated, but its analogy to the formula for magnetic

helicity provides an excellent base for applying v(2) in practice.

Since v(2) is not conserved under a general smooth deformation

(diffeomorphism), in Sec. V, we give a generalization of v(2)

that is invariant also under diffeomorphisms with homoge-

neous density change. For the sake of practical applications, in

Sec. VI, we present the numerical evaluation of v(2) for a

linked magnetic field. In Sec. VII, we prove that the analog of

the helicity flux exists for the quadratic helicity. This result

shows that the quadratic helicity can be practically applied.

II. QUADRATIC MAGNETIC HELICITIES FOR THIN
MAGNETIC TUBES

The quadratic helicities v(2) and v[2] are defined for a

magnetic field B inside a bound domain X � R3, where B is

the tangent to the boundary of the domain.32,37 Assume that

the magnetic field is represented by a large but finite number

of magnetic tubes Xi. Then, the quadratic helicity v(2) is

well-defined by the following formula:

vð2ÞðBÞ ¼
X
i;j;k

U2
i UjUknðLj; LiÞnðLi; LkÞ

volðXiÞ
; (1)a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: simon.candelaresi@

gmail.com
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where Li, Lj, and Lk are a non-ordered collection of central

lines of the (thin) magnetic tubes Xi, Xj, and Xk with mag-

netic fluxes Ui, Uj, and Uk through their cross-sections. In

each collection of 3 tubes, one magnetic tube Xi is singled

out (marked). Two collections of 3 tubes are different even if

the tubes coincide, but a different tube is singled out. In Eq.

(1), n(Lj, Li) and n(Li, Lk) are pairwise linking coefficients of

central lines of the corresponding magnetic tubes and vol(Xi)

are the volumes filled by the magnetic tubes.

With the same formalism, the quadratic helicity v[2] is

defined by the following formula where the sum is over non-

ordered pairs of thin magnetic tubes:

v 2½ �ðBÞ ¼
X

i;j

U2
i U

2
j n2ðLi; LjÞ

volðXiÞvolðXjÞ
: (2)

We now clarify Eq. (1) by using the asymptotic ergodic

Hopf invariant of magnetic lines (for the definition of the

asymptotic Hopf invariant of magnetic lines see, e.g., Ref.

29). We assume, for simplicity, that the thin magnetic tubes

Xi, Xj, and Xk consist of closed magnetic field lines, each of

which is defined as a parallel shift of the central line of the

corresponding tube. Assume that the absolute value jBj of

the magnetic field is constant along each magnetic line.

Then, the value of the asymptotic Hopf invariant h(Li, Lj) of

a pair of magnetic lines Li � Xi and Lj � Xj is calculated by

the following formula:

hðLi; LjÞ ¼ jBikBjjnðLi; LjÞjLij�1jLjj�1; (3)

where jLij and jLjj are the lengths of the corresponding mag-

netic lines, and we use the relation jBijSi ¼ Ui for the mag-

netic flux with the cross sectional area Si of the magnetic

tube Xi and volðXiÞ ¼ jLijSi.

The quadratic helicity vð2ÞðXi; Xj [ XkÞ over the domain

X ¼ Xi [ Xj [ Xk with a marked magnetic tube Xi is calcu-

lated as the result of integrating the function h(Li, Lj)h(Li, Lk)

over the domain X. With the assumption that the function

h(Li, Lj)h(Li, Lk) is constant in X, as the result of the integra-

tion, we get the value

vð2ÞðXi; Xj [ XkÞ ¼ jBij2jBjkBkjnðLi; LjÞ
� nðLi; LkÞjLij�2jLjj�1jLkj�1

� volðXiÞvolðXjÞvolðXkÞ: (4)

The remaining two equalities for marked tubes Xj and

Xk are analogous. After taking the sum and a corresponding

transformation, Eq. (4) coincides with the corresponding

term in Eq. (1). Hence, the quadratic helicity v(2) (also the

quadratic helicity v[2]) is defined analogously to the asymp-

totic Hopf invariant; the only difference is the following.

Instead of a Gaussian linking number, which is a combinato-

rial invariant of the order 1 (in the sense of V. A. Vassiliev),

one uses a combinatorial invariant of the order 2. Definitions

and properties of finite-type invariants (Vassiliev invariants)

of links can be found in, e.g., Ref. 40.

Let us note that the values of formula (2) are not

changed with respect to a subdivision of magnetic tubes into

a collection of thinner tubes X0i;k ¼ ci;kXi and X0j;l ¼ cj;lXj,

with scaling factors ci,k with
P

k ci;k ¼ 1. For example, if a

magnetic tube Xi is divided into Ni thinner parallel magnetic

tubes X0i;k, then we getX
k

volðX0i;kÞ ¼ volðXiÞ;X
k

U0i;k ¼ Ui;

nðL0i;k; L0j;lÞ ¼ nðLi; LjÞ:

With such a subdivision, Eq. (2) can be rewritten for an Ni in

the following way:

v 2½ �ðBÞ ¼
X

i;j

X
k;l

U02i;kU
02
j;ln

2ðL0i;k; L0j;lÞ
volðX0i;kÞvolðX0j;lÞ

¼
X

i;j

n2ðLi; LjÞ
X

k

U02i;k
volðX0i;kÞ

X
l

U02j;l
volðX0j;lÞ

¼
X

i;j

n2ðLi; LjÞ
X

k

c2
i;kU

2
i

ci;kvolðXiÞ
X

l

c2
j;lU

2
j

cj;lvolðXjÞ

¼
X

i;j

U2
i U

2
j n2ðLi; LjÞ

volðXiÞvolðXjÞ
: (5)

The right hand side of the equation does not depend on the

number of subdivisions Ni.

III. THE ARNOL’D INEQUALITY FOR v(2) and ITS
GENERALIZATIONS

The following inequality

Uð2ÞðBÞ � CjvðBÞj; Uð2ÞðBÞ ¼
ð
ðB;BÞ dX; (6)

where (.,.) denotes the scalar product, v the magnetic helic-

ity, and C a positive constant, is called the Arnol’d inequal-

ity.29 This inequality relates the magnetic energy (on the left

hand side) to the magnetic helicity (on the right hand side).

The constant C> 0 does not depend on the magnetic field B
but on the geometrical properties of the domain X, which is

assumed to be a compact domain supporting B.

Using the model for B from Ref. 41, we prove that the

inequality

UðkÞðBÞ � Cv 2½ �ðBÞ (7)

is not valid for k< 1 with an arbitrary fixed C> 0, with

UðkÞðBÞ ¼
ð
jBjk dX; k > 0:

Consider a magnetic field B inside a thin closed magnetic

tube X � R3 without the thinner concentric magnetic tube Xe

of radius e > 0. The magnetic field B is tangent to both bound-

ary components of Xe. The component of B that is parallel to

the central line (which is cut-out) is constant (it is equal to 1).

The meridional component of B, around the central line, is

proportional to ra, where r is the distance from a point to the
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central line. The parameter a < 0 determines the intensity of

the meridional component of B but makes no contribution to

the integral magnetic flow through the cross-section of the mag-

netic tube Xe, which is perpendicular the central line.

In the limit limr!1 of Eq. (7) with a 2 (0, –1), the right

and left hand sides of Eq. (7) tend toþ1. In the case of

k< 1, there exists a value a, for which the right hand side of

the inequality is infinite, but the left hand side is finite.

The quadratic helicity is not continuous with respect to

C1–small deformations of B. In a magnetic tube, ergodic

domains of magnetic field lines are not stable with respect to

small C1–deformations;42,43 the quadratic helicity is

destroyed by such deformations. When ergodic domains of

magnetic lines are destroyed inside the common ergodic

domain X0, magnetic helicity remains fixed, and the qua-

dratic helicity vð2ÞðBÞ decreases down to its lower bound,

which is equal to the square of the magnetic helicity normal-

ized by the volume of the domain:
v2ðBÞ

volðX0Þ.

Here, we present a generalization of the Arnol’d

inequality (6), using the idea from Ref. 44. The new inequal-

ity estimates magnetic energies for k¼ 6 and k ¼ 3
2

using the

quadratic helicity v(2).

Let B be a magnetic field in a bounded domain X � R3,

which is tangent to the boundary of the domain. Then, the

following inequality is satisfied:

p
16

� �2
3

U
1
3

ð6ÞðBÞU
4
3

3
2ð Þ
ðBÞ � sup

B0;e
vð2ÞðB0Þ � vð2ÞðBÞ; (8)

where e > 0 is an arbitrary infinitesimally small positive

constant and supB0;e vð2ÞðB0Þ is the upper boundary over arbi-

trary magnetic fields B0, which are e-closed in C1-topology

to the initial magnetic field B. The right hand side of the

inequality (8) is an invariant under a smooth volume-

preserving transformation of the domain X.

Proof. Observe that

vð2ÞðBÞ �
ð
ðA;BÞ2 dX �

ð
B2q2 dX;

where

kAðxÞk � qðxÞ ¼ 1

4p

ð
X

kBk
kx� yjj2

dy:

Using arguments of Ref. 29 (III, proof of theorem 5.3, the

Hardy-Littlewood inequality), by H€older’s inequality with

p ¼ 1
3

and q ¼ 2
3
, we obtain

ð
B2q2 dX � U

1
3

ð6ÞðBÞ
ð

q3 dX

� �2
3

� p
16

� �2
3

U
1
3

ð6ÞðBÞ UðBÞð3
2
Þ

� �4
3: �

IV. QUADRATIC MAGNETIC HELICITY DENSITY

The magnetic helicity is computed through the magnetic

helicity density ðA;BÞ. The quadratic helicities, however,

admit no densities, which makes the invariants hard to calcu-

late. In this section, we introduce the analogue of magnetic

helicity density for the quadratic helicity v(2).

Denote the magnetic helicity density by h ¼ ðA;BÞ in

X. A magnetic line Li is equipped with the magnetic flow

parameter s, and this parameter determines the magnetic

flow in X generated by the vector field BðxÞ.
Along each magnetic line Li, define the decomposition

ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ ¼ �h þ df ðsÞ, where �h is a mean value of

ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ along the line Li (which is well-defined for

almost arbitrary magnetic lines Li) and df(s) is a variation

with zero mean value. The definition of �h is clear for closed

magnetic lines, and for open magnetic lines, the Arnol’d

approach is based on the Birkhoff theorem.

The quadratic helicity vð2ÞðBÞ is defined in Ref. 32 as

the result of the integration of the functions �h
2

over the

domain X, where the function �h
2ðxÞ is constant on each mag-

netic line Li. With this definition, we can rewrite the expres-

sion for v(2) using the magnetic vector potential A and avoid

computing mutual linking numbers such as n(Li, Lj).

We now calculate the square of the mean value of

ðA;BÞ on a magnetic field line Li starting at point x with

limit T, 0� s� T as ðmx;T ½ðA;BÞ�Þ2 for sufficiently large T.

In the limit T !þ1, we obtain the mean value. This

makes mx;T ½ðA;BÞ� the mean value of ðA;BÞ on Li over

the parameter s. Then, we integrate the function

ðmx;T¼þ1½ðA;BÞ�Þ2 in the domain X. As a result, we obtain

vð2ÞðBÞ. Obviously, ðmx;T¼þ1½ðA;BÞ�Þ2 does not change if

we choose a different starting point x 2 Li because the

mean value over an infinite magnetic line does not depend

on the integral over a finite segment, and we can take

ðmx;T¼þ1½ðA;BÞ�Þ2 in the formula.

This method has a major defect. The integration is in

general highly sensitive on the starting point x of the mag-

netic line. This is especially true for chaotic magnetic field

lines. In case we integrate along a random collection of

curves, which are uniformly distributed in X, the integral

coincides not with vð2ÞðBÞ but with v2ðBÞ=volðXÞ because

the integral tends to its minimal possible value. With this,

the minimal value of v(2) coincides with the lower

bound.32

Here, we present an alternative way to calculate vð2ÞðBÞ.
In order to simplify the proofs, we assume that each mag-

netic line Li is closed, but the method can be applied to the

general case. For simplicity, we now omit the indices i.
Consider the formula for the mean square of the magnetic

helicity along a magnetic line starting at position x

mx;T ð�hðxÞ þ df ðxÞÞ2
h i

¼ �h
2 þ mx;T df 2

� �
: (9)

Here, the term 2mx;T ½�hdf � is trivial along lines and is omitted

because �h is a constant and df ðxÞ; x 2 L is the term with the

zero mean value. The integral over the domain X of the left

hand side of formula (9) is easy to calculateð ð ð
mx;T ð�h þ df Þ2

h i
dX ¼

ð ð ð
ðA;BÞ2 dX (10)

because �hðxÞ þ df ðxÞ ¼ ðA;BÞjx; x 2 L, and
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ð ð ð
mx;T ðA;BÞ2

h i
dX ¼

ð ð ð
ðA;BÞ2 dX:

Our goal is to calculate the integralð ð ð
mx;T df 2

� �
dX:

To calculate the term mx;T ½ðdf Þ2�, we present the double

integration over a subdomain in the Cartesian product of the

magnetic line starting at x. Consider a mean integral over s 2
[0, T]

1

T

ðT

0

ð�h þ df ðsÞÞ
ðs

0

dðdf ðs1ÞÞ
ds1

ds1 ds; (11)

where s1 and s are the curve parameters of the magnetic flow

with 0� s1� s� T on L starting at x. By taking the average

over s, we assume that T!þ1.

Using the equation

mx p:v:

ð0

�1

dðdf ðs1ÞÞ
ds1

ds1

" #
¼ 0; (12)

where the integral over s1 is calculated by its principal value

(p.v.) or as the Ces�aro mean, we get

mx;s df 2
� �

¼mx
1

T

ðT

0

ðs

�1
ð�hþdf ðsÞÞddf ðs1Þ

ds1

ds1 ds

" #
: (13)

If we put s1¼ s þ s2 in the equation, we obtain

mx;s df 2
� �

¼mx
1

T

ðT

0

ð0

�1
ð�hþdf ðsÞÞddf ðs2þsÞ

ds2

ds2ds

" #
(14)

or, if we change the order of integration, we get

mx;s df 2
� �

¼mx p:v:
Ð 0

�1
1

T

ðT

0

ð�hþdf ðsÞÞddf ðs2þsÞ
ds2

dsds2

" #
:

The first term in the integration vanishes, i.e.ð0

�1

1

T

ðT

0

�h
ddf ðs2 þ sÞ

ds2

ds ds2 ¼ 0:

Let us now define the function / as

/ðs2; xÞ ¼
1

T

ðT

0

df ðsÞ ddf ðs2 þ sÞ
ds2

ds: (15)

By the ergodicity, we may replace in the integral –1
byþ1, which results in

mx;s df 2
� �

¼ mx p:v:

ð0

�1
/ðs2; xÞ ds2

" #

¼ �mx p:v:

ðþ1
0

/ðs2; xÞ ds2

" #
: (16)

Equation (16) is clear: for an arbitrary x 2 L, define the

function
Ð s

0
df ðs2Þ ds2 ¼ uðs; xÞ for s � 0 with the boundary

condition uð0; xÞ ¼ 0. This function is a branch of the scalar

potential of the vector A along the magnetic line L with start-

ing point x. The function uðs; xÞ is well-defined by the

boundary condition uð0; xÞ ¼ 0. Take the field CðxÞ, such

that m½uðs; xÞ þ CðxÞ� ¼ 0 on L. Denote uðs; xÞ þ CðxÞ by

�uðs; xÞ. With that and because CðxÞ ¼ �m½uðs; xÞ�, we

obtain CðxÞ ¼ �uðs; xÞjs¼0.

Equation (16) can be replaced by

mx;s2
df 2
� �

¼ �mx;s
1

T

ðT

0

�uðs; xÞ ddf ðs2Þ
ds2

ds

" #
;

p:v: �u½ � ¼ 0:

(17)

Then, the formula for the quadratic helicity is presented as

vð2Þ ¼
ð ð ð

ðA;BÞ2 dX�
ð ð ð

mx;s df 2
� �

dX (18)

with the second term given by Eq. (16) or Eq. (17).

Finally, let us prove the boundary condition for /ðs2; xÞ
in (16) ð ð ð

/ð0; xÞ dX ¼ 0: (19)

Recall

ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ ¼ �h þ df ðsÞ;
dðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ

ds
¼ ddf ðsÞ

ds
:

We get /ð0; xÞ ¼ ðA;BÞ dðA;BÞ
ds ¼ 1

2

dðA;BÞ2
ds and

ð ð ð
dðA;BÞ2

ds
dX ¼ 0 (20)

because the magnetic flow preserves the integralÐ Ð
ðA;BÞ2 dX.

Analogously, we get

ððð
d2/ð0;xÞ

ds2
dX¼

ððð
ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞd

3ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ
ds3

dX

¼
ððð

3
d2ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ

ds2

dðAðsÞBðsÞÞ
ds

dX

þ
ððð
ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞd

3ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ
ds3

dX

¼
ððð

d2

ds2
ðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞdðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ

ds

� 	
dX¼0:

By analogous arguments, for k� 0, we getð ð ð
d2k/ð0; xÞ

ds2k
dX ¼ 0: (21)

By construction

dðAðsÞ;BðsÞÞ
ds

¼ ðgradðA;BÞ;BÞ:

Denote
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ð ð ð
/ðs; xÞ dX ¼ UðsÞ; s � 0:

Let us decompose this function into the Fourier integral,

using (19) and (21)

UðsÞ ¼ p:v:

ðþ1
0

bðyÞ sinðysÞ dy: (22)

In this formula, we collect all possible Fourier coefficients

b(y) over the spectrum y with elementary harmonics sinðysÞ,
and each elementary harmonic satisfies equation (21) and for

s!þ1 tends to its principal value

p:v: lim
s!þ1

bðyÞ
y

1� cosðysÞ½ � ¼ bðyÞ
y
:

The required second term in (18) is calculated as the princi-

pal value of UðsÞ; s! þ1 over s or as the Ces�aro mean

value hUi of U(s) by the following formula:

hUi ¼
ðþ1

0

bðyÞ
y

dy

" #
: (23)

Let us assume that the spectral densities b(y) have a

compact support which belongs to the segment y 2 [d0, d1],

d0> 0. This assumption gives simplifications of the problem

for y !þ1 (very long complicated magnetic lines) and for

y! 0þ (higher harmonics of the magnetic spectrum), and in

the case of closed magnetic lines with a lower estimation of

curvature by a positive constant, the condition is satisfied.

Let us calculate values, using Eq. (22)

dUðsÞ
ds

;
d3UðsÞ

ds3
; …;

d2k�1UðsÞ
ds2k�1

; …

for s¼ 0, k� 1 by the formulas

d2k�1UðsÞ
ds2k�1






s¼0

¼
ð ð ð
ðA;BÞd

2kðA;BÞ
ds2k






s¼0

dX

¼ ð�1Þk
ðd1

d0

y2k�1bðyÞ dy: (24)

From Eq. (24), we obtain U(0)¼ 0. The left hand sides of the

formulas are calculated by data, while the right hand sides

are the total collection of momenta of the required function
bðyÞ

y in the integral (23). By this collection, the integrals (16)

and (23) are calculated as follows:

For the parameters y � d0 and a> 0, (a� d�2
0 ), we

have the limit lima!þ1ð1� expð�ay2ÞÞ ¼ 1. However, we

can also write this expression using its Taylor expansion

1 	 1� expð�ay2Þ ¼
X1
k¼1

ð�1Þkþ1 aky2k

k!
:

With that, the integral (23) is calculated as follows:

hUi ¼
ðd1

d0

bðyÞ
y

dy; (25)

¼
X1
k¼1

ð�1Þkþ1 ak

k!

ðd1

d0

y2k�1bðyÞ dy; (26)

¼ �
X1
k¼1

ak

k!

d2k�1UðsÞ
ds2k�1






s¼0

: (27)

This formula (of ð1� expð�aÞÞ–type, a> 0) is taken in case

a is sufficiently large.

Let us consider the simplest example. Assume that the mag-

netic field contains the closed magnetic line L. The cyclic cover-

ing over this magnetic line is the real line ~L ¼ ð�1;þ1Þ with

the period 2p. Assume that ðA;BÞ ¼ �h þsinðsÞ; s 2 ~L. Then,

the first term of the integral (18) is �h
2 þ 1

2
, the second term is 1

2
,

and the quadratic helicity over L equals �h
2
.

Let us calculate the second term in this formula using

the function (22). We get

�hUi ¼ mx;s df 2
� �

¼ �ms

ðþ1
0

Uðs2Þ ds2

" #

¼ �p:v:

ðþ1
0

ms

ðþ1
0

sinðsÞ cosðsþ s2Þ ds

" #
ds2

¼ � 1

2
p:v:

ðþ1
0

sinðs2Þ ds2

¼ � 1

2
p:v: lim

s2!þ1
1� cosðs2Þ½ � ¼ � 1

2
:

Obviously, using Eq. (25), because

d2kU
ds2k






s¼0

¼ ð�1Þk

2p

ð2p

0

sin2ðs2Þ ds2

� 1

2p

ð2p

0

sin2ðs2Þ ds2 ¼
1

2

we get

hUi ¼ lim
a!þ1

� 1

2

X1
k¼1

ð�1Þkak

k!
¼ 1

2
:

V. COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON THE QUADRATIC
HELICITY v(2)

For many physical applications, the underlying fluid or

gas is described as being compressible rather than incompress-

ible. Such systems include those in plasma physics and MHD

with applications in astrophysics and fusion science. While in

their current definitions v(2) and v[2] are invariant under

incompressible fluid deformations, they need to be modified

to assure their invariance under a general diffeomorphism that

includes compression. We show that by simply including the

fluid density, we obtain quantities that are invariant under dif-

feomorphisms that change the density uniformly in space.

In Ref. 32 [Eq. (2)], the authors use the square of the

average magnetic helicity along a magnetic line Kð2ÞðT; xÞ. It

is defined as
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Kð2ÞðT; xÞ ¼ 1

T2

ðT
0

ð _xðsÞ;AðxðsÞÞÞ ds

0
B@

1
CA

2

(28)

with the magnetic vector potential A of the field and the

velocity vector _xðsÞ ¼ BðxðsÞÞ. The integral is taken along a

magnetic field line starting at position x ¼ xðs ¼ 0Þ. With

this, Ref. 32 wrote the quadratic helicity v(2) as

vð2Þ ¼ limsup
T!1

ð
Kð2ÞðT; xÞ dD; (29)

where D 2 R3 is a ball of radius r. By Birkhoff theorem,

the limit in (28) exists for almost arbitrary x, see Ref. 32,

Sec. V. The velocity _xðsÞ along the magnetic field line is

equivalent to B at position xðsÞ.
Assume that magnetic lines are closed, and this gives

a simplification of the proof. With that, we can identify

Eq. (28) as the squared of the average magnetic helicity

density along a magnetic flux line of integration

length T. For the sake of a compact notation, we will write

the integrand of Eq. (28) as the scalar product of the

magnetic vector potential and the magnetic field, i.e.,

ðA;BÞ () ð _xðsÞ;AðxðsÞÞÞ.
We now investigate the cases of diffeomorphisms

stretching the coordinate system along and across the mag-

netic field lines assuming a fluid density of q0¼ 1 before

applying the mapping. For a stretching along the magnetic

field lines by a factor of k, the density changes to q¼ k�1. B

is invariant under such a transformation because the integral

magnetic flow is invariant and the cross-section is fixed. The

total length of the field line at parameter s¼ T changes, but

the mean of the magnetic helicity density does not, and

hence, ðA;BÞ 7! ðA;BÞq�1 . So, the function ðA;BÞq�1 is fro-

zen in. We now substitute ðA;BÞ by ðA;BÞq�1 in Eq. (28),

which adds a factor of q�1 in Eq. (29)

Kð2Þq ðT; xÞ ¼ 1

T2

ðT
0

ð _xðsÞ;AðxðsÞÞÞ
qðxðsÞÞÞ ds

0
B@

1
CA

2

: (30)

However, with q, also the measure dD changes to qdD.

We get the following formula for v(2) in the compressed

fluid:

vð2Þq ¼
ð ð

K2
qq dD: (31)

For a stretching across the magnetic field lines by a

factor of k along both directions, the density changes as

q¼ k�2. In order to conserve magnetic flux across comoving

surfaces, the magnetic field changes according to

k�2B ¼ qB. Again, ðA;BÞq�1 is invariant. The integral mea-

sure changes according to k�2.

In both cases, the additional factor of q in the two inte-

grands cancels if q does not depend on space. In that case,

we obtain a quadratic magnetic helicity that is invariant

under (homogeneously) density changing diffeomorphisms.

From the changes of v(2) for general transformations,

we can conclude that v(2) is not a function of the magnetic

helicity h and does form part of invariants suggested by

Ref. 43. If it was true, then for two fields with the same hel-

icity, the quadratic helicity would be the same. Here, we

construct a simple counter example. Take a field B1 with

helicity h1. Construct a second field B2 via a topology con-

serving transformation of B1. Then, h1¼ h2. If this transfor-

mation is not volume conserving, then, in general, the

quadratic helicities are different, i.e., h1 6¼ h2.

VI. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF v
ð2Þ
q

For practical applications, like MHD simulations, Eqs.

(30) and (31) can be computed numerically. In order to eval-

uate the integral in Eq. (30), we need to trace magnetic field

lines (streamlines), while for the integral in Eq. (31), we inte-

grate in space.

A. Hopf link

As the simple test case, we apply our calculations on the

Hopf link which consists of two magnetic flux tubes with a

finite width which are interlinked. In our construction, they

both have the radius 1 and a tube diameter (FWHM) of

0.28284. Their centers are located at (0, 0, 0) and (1, 0, 0)

with surface normals of (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 0). The magnetic

vector potential for the first ring is given as

f1 ¼ e � x2þy2þz2�2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2
p

þ1

� 
g

� 
=g;

A1
x ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p ffiffiffi

g
p

xf1erf
ffiffiffi
g
p

z
� 

e gz2ð Þ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p ;

A1
y ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p ffiffiffi

g
p

yf1erf
ffiffiffi
g
p

z
� 

e gz2ð Þ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p ;

A1
z ¼

1

2
f1

(32)

while for the second, it is given as

f2 ¼ e � x�1ð Þ2þy2þz2�2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x�1ð Þ2þz2

p
þ1

� 
g

� 
=g;

A2
x ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p ffiffiffi

g
p

x� 1ð Þf2erf
ffiffiffi
g
p

y
� 

e gy2ð Þ

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� 1ð Þ2 þ z2

q ;

A2
y ¼

1

2
f2;

A2
z ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p ffiffiffi

g
p

zf2erf
ffiffiffi
g
p

y
� 

e gy2ð Þ

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� 1ð Þ2 þ z2

q

(33)

with the total vector potential

AHopf ¼ A1 þ A2: (34)

From this, we can write the magnetic field for the two

flux rings as
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B1
x ¼ �

ffiffiffi
p
p

g
3
2yzf1erf

ffiffiffi
g
p

z
� 

e gz2ð Þ þ gyf1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p ;

B1
y ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p

g
3
2xzf1erf

ffiffiffi
g
p

z
� 

e gz2ð Þ þ gxf1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p ;

B1
z ¼ 0

(35)

and

B2
x ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p

g
3
2yzf2erf

ffiffiffi
g
p

y
� 

e gy2ð Þ þ gzf2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ z2 � 2 xþ 1
p ;

B2
y ¼ 0;

B2
z ¼ �

ffiffiffi
p
p ffiffiffi

g
p

yerf
ffiffiffi
g
p

y
� 

e gy2ð Þ þ 1

� �
g x� 1ð Þf2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x2 þ z2 � 2 xþ 1
p

(36)

with the total magnetic field as their sum

BHopf ¼ B1 þ B2: (37)

A representation of this Hopf link is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Change of coordinates

We apply five different simple homeomorphisms which

change the grid density uniformly and compare them to the

initial grid. By changing the grid, we also need to transform

the magnetic field B and the magnetic vector potential A. We

do this by applying the pull-back on the corresponding dif-

ferential forms

a0 ¼ Axdxþ Aydyþ Azdz; (38)

b0 ¼ Bxdy � dzþ Bydz � dxþ Bzdx � dy; (39)

a ¼ F
ða0Þ; (40)

b ¼ F
ðb0Þ (41)

with the mapping F.

We stretch and compress the grid in various directions and

perform the integral (30) and (31) on the deformed field. For

simplicity, we choose factors of 2 for the deformations. We

abbreviate these deformations using the short notation, e.g.,

uvw¼ (2, 0.5, 1), which implies a transformation of (u, v,

w)¼ (2x, 0.5y, 1z), with the new coordinates (u, v, w). In order to

minimize selection bias, we choose as starting points for our inte-

gration a set of ca. 7000 homogeneously distributed points within

a sphere of radius 2 centered at the origin. Those points are then

transformed according to the homeomorphism. A larger number

of such points will provide us with a more accurate value for

vð2Þq . In Fig. 2, we plot the value of vð2Þq for different grid defor-

mations and a number of seed points for the integration. We

clearly see convergence to the same value, which confirms our

result that the modified vð2Þq is invariant under a homeomorphism

which homogeneously changes the grid density.

VII. QUADRATIC MAGNETIC HELICITY FLOW

By Ref. 32, Theorem 2, the quadratic magnetic helicity

v(2) admits a continuous variation in the case of C2–small

flows (vector of flows @B
@t in the domain X with its first and

second partial derivatives being small). In Ref. 43, it is

claimed that the KAM-theory proves (for generic function-

als) the analogous statement for Ck–small flows, k> 3.

Let us calculate a contribution of the advection of mag-

netic lines to the main term of the variation of v(2). Let us

consider C2-small perturbations dB and dA

B 7!Bþ dB; A 7!Aþ dA; $� dA ¼ dB:

Using Corollary 1 from Ref. 32, the first-order gauge trans-

formation of Eq. (28) is represented by

Kð2ÞðT;xÞ7!Kð2ÞðT;xÞþ 2

T2

ðT

0

ð _xðsÞ;dAðxðsÞÞÞds

�
ðT

0

ð _xðsÞ;AðxðsÞÞdsþ2

T
ðms dBðxðsÞÞ½ �js¼T ;AðxðTÞÞÞ

�
ðT

0

ð _xðsÞ;AðxðsÞÞds:

FIG. 1. Volume rendering of the magnetic field strength for the Hopf link

used in our calculations.

FIG. 2. The modified quadratic helicity vð2Þq in dependence of the number of

seed points for the integration of Eq. (31) for different homeomorphisms.

We clearly see the convergence to the same value of vð2Þq . Here, we denote

the mapping F by the new coordinates u, v, and w, where, e.g., uvw¼ (2,

0.5, 1) corresponds to (u, v, w)¼ (2x, 0.5y, 1z).
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The first extra term corresponds to the gauge term dA.

The second extra term is given by the scalar product of the

average ms½dB� of the gauge vector dB over the magnetic

line xðsÞ at the point xðTÞ. (This term is given by the second

term from the equation in Corollary 1 from Ref. 32.) As the

result, in the limit s!þ1, we get the following expression

of the time-derivative of the quadratic helicity:

dvð2Þ

dt
¼ 2

ð ð ð
ms

@AðxðsÞÞ
@t

;BðxðsÞÞ
� �� 	





s¼s0

þ ms
@BðxðsÞÞ

@t

� 	




s¼s0

;Aðxðs0ÞÞ
 !

� ms ðBðxðsÞ;AðsÞÞ½ �js¼s0
dX:

By this property, we get that the limit over the parameter

T!þ1 of formula (28) is uniform with respect to t–varia-

tions of the magnetic field B. To calculate dvð2Þ

dt , for t¼ t0, it is

sufficient to calculate the first-order derivative in Eq. (28)

over t for a prescribed T. In particular, for a2-dynamos, we

get @A
@t ¼ aB, and assuming $� B ¼ k � B, we have dvð2Þ

dt

¼ 4akvð2Þ: This means that the flow of quadratic magnetic

helicity v(2) for the magnetic field with the k-vector coincides

with the flow of the square of the helicity v2.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Both the magnetic helicity and the quadratic helicities

can be calculated from experimental data and be used in var-

ious MHD problems. For that, the main tool and example is

the Arnol’d inequality (6), which relates the geometry of

magnetic field lines (Gauss linking numbers or asymptotic

Hopf invariants) to the magnetic energy. Analogous inequal-

ities relate higher magnetic energies to higher momenta of

magnetic helicity [see the formula (8)]. This inequality

shows that the upper bound of the quadratic helicity for C0-

closed magnetic fields is limited.

For many problems in MHD, one uses not only the total

magnetic helicity but also its density. The density of mag-

netic helicity is defined as ðA;BÞ. This value is not invariant

with respect to transformations of the domain with the mag-

netic field. To calculate the quadratic helicity v(2), Eq. (18)

is proposed. The first term in the formula is easy to calcu-

late. To calculate the second term, one needs to know the

structure of the ergodic magnetic subdomains in X, where

each subdomain contains a dense collection of magnetic

field lines. An ergodic subdomain can be shrunk to a sur-

face, to a line, or even to a critical point of B. Therefore,

quadratic magnetic helicities are much harder to use in

applications then the magnetic helicity, and Eq. (29) might

be preferred.

We then showed that the quadratic helicity v(2) can be

extended to be invariant under non-volume preserving dif-

feomorphisms, as long as they change the density homoge-

neously. We calculated quantity numerically for the Hopf

link and showed that it is indeed invariant under such diffeo-

morphisms. This has important applications in various fields

of MHD.
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